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Time is of the 
Essence

▪ The nature of time does not cause any worry for people 

in their everyday coping with the world

▪ Events in the world occur at specific times and usually 

have a finite duration

▪ In systems, transactions occur in a sequence, with the 

current state of a system depending on the exact 

history of all previous transactions

▪ In eCommerce, a date stamp is always part of an online 

order

▪ When you rent a car, your fee is based on the duration 

of your rental period

Motivation

https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/



Examples of 
Disciplines that 
apply Temporal 

Reasoning

▪ Decision Management 

▪ Artificial Intelligence

▪ Cognitive Sciences

▪ Software Engineering

▪ Planning

▪ Time-sensitive Databases

▪ Program Verification 

▪ Modeling of Discrete Event Systems

Motivation



Temporal Logic 

Temporal logic is any system of rules and symbolism for 

representing, and reasoning about, propositions qualified 

in terms of time. e.g.:

▪ Symptoms appeared while John was taking medication

▪ We found the tumor after we made the decision to send 

the patient home

Motivation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Temporal_logic



Temporal Logic 
and Deciding

▪ Time is a crucial factor for many of everyday business 

decision activities

▪ Within business operations, decisions are frequently 

dependent on the time, or period of time, in which they 

are made

▪ Yet the relationships between time and decision making 

in the current version of the Decision Model and 

Notation (DMN) remains quite basic

▪ Manipulating various common notions related to time in 

DMN expressions, can get quite complex very rapidly

Motivation



Temporal Logic 
and Deciding

▪ This presentation introduces a series of new temporal 

constructs to DMN to make decisions related to 

temporal information simpler and more business 

friendly

Motivation



Temporalities in 
DMN 1.2
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FEEL basic 
temporal types 

of interest

▪ Time  

▪ Date 

▪ Date and Time 

▪ Duration

Temporalities in DMN 1.2



Some Temporal 
limitations of 

DMN

▪ FEEL does not support direct literal representation of 

date, time, or duration values e.g 2019-09-17

▪ We must use a combination of built-in functions and 

string or number literals to express these values

Temporalities in DMN 1.2



Conversion 
from string

Type String format Example Result

Date YYYY-MM-DD date( "2019-09-17“ ) 2019-09-17

Time HH:MM:SS time( "09:55:00“ ) 09:55:00

Date and Time YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS date and time( "2019-09-17T09:55:00“ ) 2019-09-17T09:55:00

Temporalities in DMN 1.2

Note that Trisotech DMN Modeler recognizes these string format and coverts them into the proper 

built-in function call for the user: 

i.e typing the literal 2017-09-17 will lead to date( "2019-09-17“ ) 
typing  the literal 2017-09-17T09:55 will lead to date and time( "2019-09-17T09:55“ ) etc.

▪ If not supplied, time zone is assumed based on the evaluation context



Conversion 
from number

Type Signature Example Result

Date date( year, month, day ) date( 2019, 09, 17 ) 2019-09-17

Time time( hour, minute, second, offset ) time( 09, 55, 00 , null ) 09:55:00

Date and Time date and time( date, time )
date and time( date( 2019,09,17 ), 

time( 09,55,00,null) )
2019-09-17T09:55:00

Temporalities in DMN 1.2

Note that Trisotech DMN Modeler allows the signature time( 09, 55, 00 ) 
to express 09:55:00. This has been submitted to the DMN RTF.

▪ If not supplied, time zone is assumed based on the evaluation context



durations

Temporalities in DMN 1.2

Type String format Example Result
Duration

(Years and Months)
P[n]Y[n]M where [n] is a number duration("P2Y23M") P3Y11M

Duration
(Days and Time)

P[n]DT[n]H[n]M[n]S where [n] is a 
number

duration("P60DT12H") P60DT12H

Duration
(Time)

PT[n]H[n]M[n]S where [n] is a number duration("PT160M") PT2H40M

Signature Example Result

years and months duration( date, date) years and months duration(date("2017-12-23") , date("2019-09-25")) P1Y9M

Note that Trisotech DMN Modeler recognizes these string format and coverts them into the proper 

built-in function call for the user: 

i.e typing the literal P60D12H will lead to duration("P60DT12H") etc



Extracting 
Properties

Type Properties Example Result

date year, month, day, weekday date("2019-09-17").weekday 2

time hour, minute, second, time 
offset, timezone

time("09:55:00").minutes 55

date and time year, month, day, weekday, 
hour, minute, second, time 

offset, timezone

date and time("2019-09-
17T09:55:00").day

17

years and months duration years, months duration("P5Y7M").months 7

days and time duration days, hours, minutes, 
seconds

duration("P4DT48H15M").minutes 15

Temporalities in DMN 1.2



Arithmetic 
operations

Temporalities in DMN 1.2
▪ Arithmetic operations can be performed on date, time, 

date and time or duration data types with some 

constrains

▪ +

▪ -

▪ *

▪ /

Refer to the DMN specification for all details



Foundation
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Interval Algebra

▪ The basic structure of our proposed approach is based 

on an algebra of binary relations between intervals 

developed by Allen 

▪ Known as Allen’s Algebra

Foundation



▪ Allen’s interval relations are exhaustive and mutually 

exclusive. 

▪ For example, given two intervals, exactly one of the 13 

relations will hold between them. 

▪ It is impossible to have none or, two or more relations 

true between two temporal intervals.

▪ Then Allen and Hays added the notions of Moments and 

Points

Allen's Interval Algebra



Allen's Interval 
Algebra

Foundation



▪ Zaidi’s Point-Interval Logic (PIL) allows the introduction 

of points to Allen’s  algebra.

▪ Points are introduced as a primitive entity to capture 

events and occurrences requiring virtually no time to 

take place, e.g. instantaneous events.

Zaidi’s Point-Interval Logic



DMN Proposal
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Our goals were:

▪ To introduce Allen’s algebra notions to DMN as built-in 

functions

▪ To have these built-in functions:

▪ accept intervals and points 

▪ accept open and closed intervals

▪ deal with temporal FEEL types 

▪ also deal with FEEL types number and string

▪ To offer two levels of abstraction for expressiveness and 

business friendliness

▪ Offer semantical alignment to Clinical Query Language 

(CQL) where possible

Beyond 
Allen’s Algebra

DMN Proposal



Intervals and 
Points

▪ This proposal allows for the specification of temporal 

relations between points, points and intervals, and 

between intervals

▪ An interval X is represented as a FEEL Range [sX..eX], 

where sX and eX are the two end points of the 

interval, denoting the start and end of the interval, 

such that sX < eX

▪ A point pX can be can be understood as the interval 

[pX, pX] or simply pX

DMN Proposal



Expressing 
Intervals in FEEL

Intervals use FEEL Range standard mathematical notation to indicate open and 

closed (i.e.,whether the endpoint is included in (closed) or excluded from (open) 

the interval)

▪ [ date("2019-09-17")..date("2019-09-19") ]

▪ [ time("19:30:00")..time("23:00:00") )

▪ ( date and time("2019-09-17T08:15:00")..date and time("2019-09-17T18:00:00") ]

▪ ( date("2019-09-16")..date("2019-09-20") )

▪ [ 1..10 ]

▪ ( 5..12 ]

▪ [ "a".."z" ]

DMN Proposal



DMN's Interval 
Functions

Interval-Interval

before( A, B )

after( A, B )

meets( A, B )

met by( A, B )

overlaps before( A, B )

overlaps after( A, B )

finishes( A, B )

finished by( A, B )

includes( A, B )

during( A, B )

starts( A, B )

started by( A, B )

coincides( A, B )

DMN Proposal



Comparing 
Points

Point-Point

before( A, B )

after( A, B )

coincides( A, B )

DMN Proposal



Point- Point Point-Interval Interval-Interval Interval-Point

before( A, B )

after( A, B )

meets( A, B )

met by( A, B )

overlaps before( A, B )

overlaps after( A, B )

finishes( A, B )

finished by( A, B )

includes( A, B )

during( A, B )

starts( A, B )

started by( A, B )

coincides( A, B )



Two levels of 
abstraction 

DMN Proposal

▪ Beyond Allen’s Algebra we wanted to appeal to a 

business person common sense interpretation 

▪ We wanted to succinctly decide on “Do two intervals 

overlaps somehow?”

▪ We introduced a higher level of abstraction with the 

function overlaps() for that purpose

▪ Two intervals either overlaps or they don’t



These Intervals 
are considered 

to overlaps

overlaps

DMN Proposal



Overlaps vs
Allen’s level of 

details

overlaps Semantical ambiguity

meets( A, B )

met by( A, B )

overlaps before( A, B )

overlaps after( A, B )

finishes( A, B )

finished by( A, B )

includes( A, B )

during( A, B )

starts( A, B )

started by( A, B )

coincides( A, B )

DMN Proposal



Interval 
extractors

▪ [sX..eX].start = sX and [sX..eX].end = eX

Allowing expressing:  Interval X starts before Interval Y

▪ before( X.start, Y.start)

Or:  Interval X starts 3 days before Interval Y

▪ Y.start – X.start = @P3D

Or: Interval X starts 3 day or more before Interval Y

▪ Y.start –X.start >= @P3D

DMN Proposal

Properties Example Result

start (1..10].start 1

end [ time(“09:55:00”)..time(“10:35:00”) ].end time(“10:35:00”) 



Adding literal 
representation of 
date, time,  date 

and time and 
duration values 

Partial values are possible, but only for trailing precisions (i.e., if you specify a day, you must 

also specify a year and month)

▪ Date 

▪ @YYYY-MM-DD

▪ Values of type Date, the precision unit must be one of: years, months,  or Days

▪ @2109, @2019-09, @2019-09-17

▪ date( 2019 ), date( 2019, 09 ), date( 2019, 09, 17)

▪ date(“2019”), date(“2019-09”), date( “2019-09-17”)

▪ Time  

▪ @THH:MM:SS

▪ Values of type Time, the precision unit must be one of: hours, minutes, or seconds

▪ @T09, @T09:55, @T09:55:00

▪ time( 09 ), time( 09, 55), time( 09, 55, 00)

▪ time( “09” ), time( “09:55”), time(“09:55:00”)

▪ Date and Time 

▪ @YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS

▪ Values of type Date and Time, the precision unit must be one of: years,  months, days, 

hours, minutes, or seconds

▪ @2019-09-17T09, @2019-09-17T09:55

▪ date and time( date(2019,09,17), time(09,55) )

▪ Date and time( “2019-09-17T09:55”)

▪ Duration

▪ @P[n]Y[n]M[n]DT[n]H[n]M[n]S where [n] is a number

▪ @P18M, @P365D, PT48H

▪ If not supplied, time zone is assumed based on the evaluation context

DMN Proposal



New  temporal 
built-in functions 

proposed

▪ day of week(): returns the day of the week according to 

the Gregorian calendar enumeration: Sunday, Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday

▪ month of year(): returns the month of the year according 

to the Gregorian calendar enumeration: January, 

February, March, April, May, June, July, August, 

September, October, November, December

▪ day of year(): returns the Gregorian number of the day 

within the year

▪ week of year(): returns the Gregorian number of the 

week within the year

DMN Proposal



Evaluation 
Context

▪ now(): returns the current date and time

▪ today(): returns the current date

▪ current time(): returns the current time

Tool specific



Conclusion
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Conclusion

▪ We introduced Allen’s algebra notions to DMN as built-

in functions

▪ We have built-in functions that:

▪ accept intervals and points 

▪ accept opened and closed intervals

▪ deal with temporal FEEL types 

▪ also deal with FEEL types number and string

▪ We offered two levels of abstraction for expressiveness 

and business friendliness

▪ We offered semantical alignment to Clinical Query 

Language (CQL) where possible

Temporal Reasoning with DMN



Thank you!

Questions?
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